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The Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness is a natural landscape largely unchanged by human

hands. If you haven't seen it, you're missing a great life experience. The 20 trips in this book are

designed to give beginners confidence. They also offer features that even experienced canoeists

will appreciate, like easier access points and manageable routes that lead to great campsites and

impressive scenery. Get ready for a Boundary Waters adventure you'll never forget.
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I found that this book helped us organized our trip much more efficiently. We just finished our first

trip and it was awesome (little gem we have here in MN that I never knew about until now - 32 yrs

old, what a shame.... Better late than never). I consider myself a fairly experienced canoeist - (assist

with river clearing of fallen debris in spring and using a chainsaw in a canoe requires some skill and

stupidity). Along with being impulsive, I'm a poor planner. We pretty much started planning this trip

on Thursday when we were leaving Friday after work. On a whim, my partner picked up this book

and it really saved us from having to learn from erroneous mistakes that we almost certailnly would

have made had he not picked up this guide. It's not a long book and didn't contain useless

information. It was direct, had easy to find information and the paper used is durable. Once we got

home, I purchased my own copy of the book so I could review it for our next trip. It provided enought

information to have a safe trip but didn't overdo it on the detials. Just right.

This book is great. I have heard of some of the places this book recommended, but most of them I



had no idea. The author gives a good description of each entry point as well as a difficulty rating. I

took my Fiance on her first boundary water canoe trip and this guide helped me pick to the right spot

to take a beginner. She is not much of a canoe camper, but enjoyed the trip none the less. Book

has some good information if you're not familiar with the boundary waters.

I purchased this book because my family was planning a trip to the BWCA. It is very informative

about what permits were needed, what to bring along, and even had a checklist of things that you

might forget. The book is very well organized and gives great directions to different campsites. It

gives suggestions for a variety of day trips and tells you the difficulty of each trip. The pictures are

fantastic and give a great idea of what you can expect to see. The size of the book was also very

nice because it could easily fit into a pouch or large pocket. Anyone going to the BWCA would

benefit from this book, even seasoned visitors.

While I consider Dan Pauly's Exploring the Boundary Waters to be the most complete BWCAW

guide, this compact little guide will provide the occasional BWCAW visitor with many years worth of

great trips. They pack a lot of information into a pocket sized book. Each route opens with a section

titled "Why We Like This Trip" that briefly summarizes the highlights of the route. They go on to

describe the details of the route and include the usual things like maps, portage descriptions,

directions to the entry point, and so on. One of my favorite features is the "Selecting a Campsite"

section which will direct you to the best sites on each route. That's great info to have with you on

busy summer days when not going to a prime site first may mean sleeping on a bed of rocks or tree

roots. While veteran BWCAW travelers might want to dig deeper with books like Pauly's guide or the

two volume Boundary Waters Canoe Area: Eastern Region and Western Region books, this guide

is really all the more casual visitor will need. It's also small enough to take with you and it's printed

on coated paper so it won't be destroyed if it gets wet.

I've read a lot of books on the BWCA. This one is a good one, I'd recommend it. Simple, and to the

point book. The pictures and maps in the book are very helpful. There are other books that go into

more detail about camping (what to bring, etc) but this book is a good one for deciding which places

in the BWCA to go. With the somewhat overwhelming number of entry points, this book is helpful in

the process of narrowing down your options. Also, the recommendations for specific campsites on

lakes have been very good in my experience.



We are planning our first boundary waters trip. This book has some useful information on very basic

information, but lacked depth on potential routes that were listed. We found "Exploring the Boundary

Waters" by Daniel Pauly to be much more useful in planning a route for the trip.
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